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Delivery and mechanistic considerations for the
production of knock-in mice by single-stranded
oligonucleotide gene targeting
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Single-stranded oligodeoxynucleotide (ssODN) gene target-
ing may facilitate animal model creation and gene repair
therapy. Lipofection of ssODN can introduce point mutations
into target genes. However, typical efficiencies in mouse
embryonic stem cells (ESC) are o10�4, leaving correc-
tions too rare to effectively identify. We developed ESC
lines with an integrated mutant neomycin resistance gene
(Tyr22Ter). After targeting with ssODN, repaired cells
survive selection in G418. Correction efficiencies varied with
different lipofection procedures, clonal lines, and ssODN
designs, ranging from 1 to 100 corrections per million cells

plated. Uptake studies using cell sorting of Cy5-labelled
ssODN showed 40% of the corrections concentrated in the
best transfected 22% of cells. Four different basepair
mismatches were tested and results show that the base-
specificity of the mismatch is critical. Dual mismatch ssODN
also showed mismatch preferences. These ESC lines may
facilitate development of improved ssODN targeting
technologies for either animal production or ex vivo gene
therapy.
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Introduction

In mouse embryonic stem cells (ESC), gene targeting has
been used to create numerous knockout and knock-in
mice for studies of protein function and disease etiology.1

Gene targeting also has potential for ex vivo gene repair,
especially of mutations with dominant negative effects
which cannot be addressed by augmentation gene
therapy.2 Unfortunately, gene targeting remains a com-
plicated and costly process, particularly for knock-in
mutations, and requires significant skill, labor, and time.
Ideally, gene targeting procedures would be faster, more
versatile, more reliable and less expensive than current
methods. The long-term goal of developing oligonucleo-
tide-mediated gene targeting for making knock-in mice
motivates this study.

Oligonucleotide gene targeting is a process in which
a short (20- to 80-mer) fragment of DNA is targeted to
a homologous gene and introduces a desired sequence
alteration at a target site. A variety of oligonucleotide
chemistries exist, including single-stranded deoxyoligo-
nucleotides (ssODN),3,4 triplex-forming oligonucleo-

tides5 and chimeric RNA–DNA molecules.6 These
technologies have all demonstrated gene targeting
activity, but are subject to low efficiencies. Efficiencies
of ssODN targeting vary widely with cell type. Some
targets and cells give efficiencies as high as a few
percent.7,8 Unfortunately, efficiencies in mouse ESC are
particularly low. Our lab has demonstrated gene target-
ing in mouse ESC by correcting a mutant LacZ marker
line (efficiency B5� 10�5).9 Dekker et al.10 targeted a
mutant neomycin marker gene in murine MSH2�/� ESC
(efficiency B2� 10�5), but did not observe corrections in
wild-type ESC. Episomal targeting is usually easier than
chromosomal targeting, but that also has low efficiencies
in mouse ESC.11 Improvement of ssODN gene targeting
to efficiencies of B10�3 would enable PCR-based screen-
ing and allow the targeting of endogenous, non-marker
genes for the production of animal models.

The task of increasing oligonucleotide-mediated tar-
geting efficiency is complicated by our limited under-
standing of the mechanistic steps of gene targeting. Three
factors are necessary for successful targeting. The
oligonucleotide must (1) enter the nucleus, (2) pair with
its homologous target and (3) induce a base change at the
targeted site via endogenous machinery.12,13 It is not clear
which of these barriers is most rate-limiting in ESC.

A number of studies have investigated each of these
individual steps. Transfection techniques are important,
and the addition of nuclear localization signals to
transfection reagents can increase plasmid transfection.14
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Protective phosophorothioate linkages aid transfections
and increase efficiencies.15 The pairing of ssODNs to
their target is more likely if the target is accessible in a
single-stranded state. Both transcription16,17 and replica-
tion8,16,18 have been linked to higher efficiencies. Less is
known about the actual conversion event. The ssODN
may replace the target; it may induce a repair mechanism
to alter the target strand; and/or it may become
incorporated into one daughter cell during replication.13

Gene correction may occur by more than one mechan-
ism. There appears to be a ‘strand bias’12,16 in which
targeting with antisense ssODNs often gives better
results than sense ssODNs. Furthermore, some mis-
matches appear to be more efficiently repaired when
compared to others.7,12

We have created a selectable mutant neomycin mouse
ESC line, similar to the approach used by Dekker.10 The
goal of this study was to use the marker line to identify
the most critical barriers to gene targeting. By altering
conditions that are uniquely associated with delivery or
the targeting mechanism and by studying the system’s
sensitivity to these variables, we have begun to identify
the parameters with the most potential for improvement.
We have demonstrated that transfection conditions,
ssODN dose, clonal characteristics and the specific
sequence mismatch can all affect the efficiency of gene
targeting.

Results

Construction and validation of pNeoS1Pur ESC lines
Puromycin-resistant, neomycin-susceptible plasmids
were created by site-directed mutagenesis (Figure 1)
and stably transfected into AB2.2 mouse ESC. To confirm
the neomycin resistance gene was fully inactivated, the
cells were split onto two dishes and selected in
puromycin (2 mg/ml) or G418 (200 mg/ml). The puromy-
cin dishes yielded approximately 100 colonies per dish,
whereas G418 selection did not yield colonies. Colonies
were individually picked from the puromycin dish, and
expanded into distinct clonal lines of neomycin-suscep-
tible (NeoS) cells.

Seven pNeoS1Pur clones were functionally tested with
correction ssODNs. These clones were plated at 1 million
cells per dish and lipofected with Neo1Cor ssODN
(Figure 1). Four of the clones were correction competent
and had colonies capable of surviving in G418. Positives
were marked by the formation of large colonies, visible
to the naked eye after 7–9 days of selection (Figure 2a).
Initial efficiencies in the pNeoS1Pur lines were B1–5
positives per million cells plated.

The positives from functional testing displayed a
survival phenotype in G418 and grew into colonies with
normal AB2.2 morphology (Figure 2b). Eighteen cor-
rected colonies were picked, passed twice on feeder-free
plates and then sequenced. The Neo1Cor ssODN was
useful for sequencing verification because the ‘corrected’
genotype (TAC, Figure 2c) was distinct from the ‘wild-
type’ (TAT) present in the feeder cells and in the original
plasmid. Sixteen of the 18 colonies had the expected G-
C genotype. Two colonies had spontaneous G-T wild-
type reversions, corresponding to a G-T false positive
rate of B3� 10�7. To further quantify the background
level of spontaneous reversion, 5 million pNeoS1Pur

cells were transfected with a control ssODN, Neo1Cont
(G-G). Two colonies survived selection, giving a
spontaneous reversion rate of approximately 4� 10�7.

As the pNeoS1Pur plasmid was not targeted to a
specific locus, it integrated illegitimately in the genome.
A Southern analysis of three correction competent clones
(clones 6, 9 and 10) (Figure 2d), demonstrated different
band sizes, consistent with a different locus of integra-
tion for each of the three clones. The dual bands for clone
6 indicated two plasmid integrations in this clone.

Generation of chimeric mice
Chimeric mice were generated from both the pNeoS1Pur
clone 9 cells (mutant) and corrected colonies of the
pNeoS1Pur clone 9 line (corrected). The corrected ESC
were made by transfection with Neo1Cor and selection
in G418. Surviving clones were picked, grown and
sequenced. One positive clone, eA11, was injected into
blastocysts to produce chimeric mice. Four chimeric
founders were generated, including three males with
X50% chimerism.19 To date, germline transmission has
not been observed from the mutant or corrected
chimeras. Additional breeding is in progress.

Correction efficiency depends on transfection
procedures and DNA and lipid dosages
Procedures with ESC must be tailored to prevent
differentiation. Overpopulation, death of the feeder cell
layer, or serum starvation result in unhealthy cells with
differentiated phenotypes (data not shown). However,
lipofections are typically most efficient in reduced serum
media (i.e. OptiMEM).20 Transfection in media with 15%
serum did not yield any corrections. We therefore used
a 2-h transfection in OptiMEM, followed by the addition
of serum-containing media to the lipoplex, and an
overnight post-incubation. The time between transfec-
tion of ssODN and initiation of selection was another
parameter to optimize. We have observed surviving
colonies with selections as early as 12 h post-lipofection.
However, waiting 36–48 h post-lipofection before G418-
selection doubled the number of positives (data not
shown).

It is unknown to what extent gene correction may be
enhanced by improvement in ssODN delivery. The
relative importance of delivery can be indirectly assessed
by measuring how sensitive correction is to various
formulations. Lipofections are sensitive to a number of
variables; reagent concentrations are among the most
critical.21 Dose responses for plasmid expression tend to
have an optimum balanced between low uptake at low
reagent doses and cytotoxicity at high doses. Table 1
shows the effect of various oligonucleotide (Neo1WT)
and lipid concentrations on ESC targeting. Experiments
were conducted in six-well plates in triplicate, simulta-
neously. The highest efficiency for correction was at 2 mg
lipid and 1 mg ssODN per cm2. Higher dosages had the
undesirable side effect of killing most of the feeder cells.
Feeder cells are larger and tend to take up more lipoplex.
They are also mitotically inactive and thus cannot
regenerate. Many of the ESC colonies in higher dose
wells had unusual morphology, indicative of differentia-
tion and potential loss of pluripotency (data not shown).
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Cellular uptake affects correction efficiency on a per
cell basis
Within a single lipofection, the distribution of ssODN per
cell is quite broad, with some cells taking up more than
100-fold more ssODN than others.21 To determine if
higher oligonucleotide uptake correlated with higher
correction, we sorted ESC based on fluorescent oligo-
nucleotide uptake. We transfected four dishes of
pNeoS1Pur (clone 9) cells with a mixture of 80%
Neo1WT and 20% Neo1WT-Cy5. Three of the plates (18

million cells) were trypsinized for cell sorting. Approxi-
mately 97% of the feeders were separated from the ESC
by a forward-scatter/side scatter gate. The remaining 11
million cells were divided into four bins by their Cy5
fluorescence (Figure 3a–c). The bins were plated onto
eight separate dishes (two for each bin) and, after 24 h,
selected with G418. The fourth transfected dish, a no-sort
control, began selection at the same time. There was a 1
day lag in the growth of the sorted cells, with colonies
appearing on days 8 and 9 instead of the typical day 7
and 8. A replicate run had similar cytometry results as

Figure 1 Plasmids and ssODNs used in ESC targeting. (a) The pNeoS1Pur plasmid contained a TAG stop at codon 22 of the neomycin
resistance gene. (b) The ssODN were all 53 bases long with the four bases on each end protected with phosphorothioate linkages (represented
by lowercase letters). Both antisense and sense (marked SNS) ssODN were tested. ‘WT’ ssODN caused a TAG-TAT correction. ‘Cor’ ssODN
cause a TAG-TAC correction. Neo1Cont is a control, fully homologous to the TAG mutant. (c) Schematic representation of sense or antisense
ssODNs aligned with their target strand. The mismatch nomenclature is the chromosomal base followed by the ssODN base.
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Figure 3a–c, and was also plated on 8 dishes and
selected. Results for all 16 dishes are given in Figure
3d. Note that mean RFU values can only be compared
within the same sort, since the cytometer voltages were
different for the two experiments. The second sort also
included a set of ‘molecules of equivalent soluble
fluorochrome’ (MESF) standards to calibrate the sample
to a known number of Cy-5 molecules. The average
uptake in the highest bin was 2.5 million ssODN/ cell.

About 40% of the corrections came from the 22% of
cells in the bin with the highest uptake and 78% of the
corrections were in the top 50% of transfected cells. ESC
account for approximately 5% of the oligonucleotide
uptake; the majority of ssODN (B95%) resides in feeder
cells (data not shown). Overall, the number of positives
was correlated with the amount of ssODN uptake
(Figure 3e). While the P3 and P4 bins were not
statistically different by t-test, they were both signifi-
cantly higher (Po0.05) than P5, which was significantly
higher (Po0.05) than P6. Also, the act of cell sorting ESC
had some biological effects. Colonies from the unsorted
control appeared on the expected day and had normal
phenotypes, implying the sorting process delayed the
cell growth, rather than the Cy5-labeled ssODN.

Correction efficiency varies with ESC clonal line and
ssODN sequence
Some labs have reported different clonal efficiencies after
illegitimate integration22,23 or different efficiencies for
point mutations of different mismatches.12 We sought to
systematically probe these two sources of variability.
Three pNeoS1Pur clones (clones 6, 9 and 10) were each
corrected with antisense ssODNs Neo1WT (TAG-TAT)
and Neo1Cor (TAG-TAC) as well as sense ssODNs
Neo1WT-SNS (TAG-TAT) and Neo1Cor-SNS (TAG-

Figure 2 Validation of gene correction. (a) A 10-cm dish stained with Trypan blue shows 53 G418 resistant clones. (b) A large G418 resistant
colony grew on SNLP feeder cells and was surrounded by non-surviving cells. (c) Sequence data showing a TAG-TAC correction from
Neo1Cor ssODN. (d) Southern analysis revealed two integrated copies of pNeoS1Pur in clone 6 and 1 copy in clones 9 and 10.

Table 1 Transfection dose–response testing

DNA concentration ( mg/cm2)

Lipid concentration (mg/cm2) 1 2 4 8

1 3 1 1a 0a

2 25 17a 3a 7a

3 13a 14a 6a 0a

Abbreviation: ESC, embryonic stem cells.
ESC were targeted at different lipid and oligonucleotide concentra-
tions. Dose concentrations are given as reagent mass per plate
surface area. Values indicate positives per million cells plated.
aTransfection at this condition, followed by selection, resulted in
destruction of the inactivated feeder cell layer. The surviving ESC in
these wells displayed differentiated morphology.
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TAC). These 12 conditions were transfected simulta-
neously (four oligos� three clonal lines) in 12 separate
dishes. Results for three replicate experiments are shown
in Figure 4a. As the total number of positives varied from
26 to 128 between replicates, the data were normalized
by the total number of positives per replicate (Figure 4b).
Clearly, correction efficiencies varied with both oligonu-
cleotide and clonal line. For clonal variations, clone 9 had
higher efficiencies than clones 6 or 10, and the differences
were statistically significant (Po0.05). For oligonucleo-

tide variations, Neo1WT was clearly the best performing
sequence, producing over half of the corrections. Within
clone 9, the Neo1WT ssODN was significantly better
(Po0.05) than the other three oligonucleotides. Neo1WT
resulted in sixfold more corrections than Neo1Cor, which
was only one base different.

The intrinsic variability of gene correction at very low
efficiencies in clone 6 and 10 does not allow the use of the
t-test to demonstrate statistical differences from these
three replicates. As such, the following two observations
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Figure 3 Cell Sorting. Cells were transfected with ssODN containing a Cy-5 label. (a) Although ESC grow on SNLP feeder cells, the two
were separated by gating a region of the forward-scatter/side-scatter plot. The P1 gate excluded 97% of the cells in the feeder control. (b) For
the gating shown: 18 million cells were sorted and 11 million were recovered. The second sort had similar gating with 16 million cells sorted
and 9 million recovered. (c) Sample gating from Sort 1. Untransfected ESC control (not shown) ranged from 10 to 1000 relative fluorescence
units, peaking at 200. Recovered cells were binned by Cy5 fluorescence (gates P3-P6) and plated onto eight dishes. After 24 h, G418 selection
was initiated. (d) Positives were counted on day nine of selection for each dish. For Sort 2, the number of oligonucleotide copies per cell was
determined by a MESF standard (standard peaks not shown). RFU values between replicates are not comparable. (e) For cells split into four
bins, the correction efficiency (colonies per million cells sorted) increases with increased uptake.
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should be regarded as suggestive rather than conclusive.
First, Neo1WT-SNS, was so close to the spontaneous
mutation rate that it might not have been correcting at
all. Second, contrary to the usual strand-bias, Neo1Cor-
SNS had more corrections than Neo1Cor. To rule out the
possibility that arbitrary differences in oligonucleotide
synthesis produced a particularly effective batch of
Neo1WT or a defective batch of Neo1WT-SNS, the third
replicate was transfected with separately synthesized
ssODNs. Neo1WT is consistently the best corrector and
Neo1WT-SNS is the worst.

Modeling clonal and ssODN variation as independent
variables
The results shown in Figure 4 motivated us to hypothe-
size variations due to clonal differences and variations
due to oligonucleotides were separate, independent
variables. The number of positives was modeled as
a product of three factors: the overall transfection
efficiency, a clonal probability, and an oligonucleotide
probability (see Materials and methods). If this model is
consistent with the data of Figure 4a, then the normal-
ized data can be accurately described with five para-
meters. The 36 data points in Figure 4b were used to
solve the non-linear least-squares optimization problem
and the resulting Cj and Ok parameters are given in

Figure 4c. Each C or O value gives the relative ‘correcting
strength’ for a given clone or given ssODN in compar-
ison to the other two clones or three oligonucleotides
tested. The ratio of these fractions can be used to
determine relative efficiencies. Neo1WT (G:A mismatch)
was 6.7-fold more efficient than Neo1Cor (G:G mis-
match). Despite having five adjustable parameters, this
simple model of ~Ni

jk ¼ Cj�Ok predicted the results for
experiments spanning 12 conditions involving three
different clones and four different oligonucleotides.

Using the model parameters that best fit the three
experiments (Figure 4d) 10 000 Monte Carlo simulations
were run to create a fully resolved event-probability
distribution. The expected stochastic noise from 36
transfections was found to be 3.78%, showing a reason-
able fit for the experimental deviation of 4.16%. Simula-
tions were used to determine the 95% confidence limits
of the four oligonucleotide parameters. With data from
all the oligonucleotides and clones, Neo1WT was
statistically better than the other three oligonucleotides.

Correction efficiency does not correlate with targeted
gene expression
Studies with CHO cells have shown that increased
transcription of a target gene can increase the correction
efficiency.17 As clone 9 had a disproportionately high

Figure 4 Correction results for three ESC clones and four ssODN. Replicates are separated by commas. (a) The number of positives obtained
with four different ssODNs in three different pNeoS1Pur clonal lines. In each replicate experiment, the 12 conditions were transfected
simultaneously. Replicates were conducted on separate days. (b) Data from (a) were normalized by the total number of positives in each
independent experiment (Ei) to eliminate transfection variation. (c) Model parameters obtained from non-linear least-squares fit of
normalized data. (d) Model predictions and s.d. from actual data sets.
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correction efficiency, one might hypothesize that it had
a higher level of transcription. Using RT-PCR, we
compared the level of expression of the neomycin
resistance gene to three different endogenous controls
in each of the three clonal lines (Figure 5). Expression of
Neo mRNA relative to three endogenous controls
showed that clone 6 had the least neomycin phospho-
transferase mRNA and clone 10 had the most, yet clone 9
displayed the best correction (Figure 4). Thus, clonal
targeting efficiencies did not correlate with differences
in gene expression.

TAG correction of two-mismatch targeting depends
on pairing of second mismatch
The mismatch between the ssODN and the target is an
important factor in correction efficiency. Our nomencla-
ture for mismatches (N:N) lists the chromosomal target
base first, followed by the base on the ssODN. One could
envision making dozens of selectable marker lines to test
the 24 combinations for sense and antisense mismatches.
Alternatively, a different, but potentially informative
methodology is to design two mismatches on the same
ssODN, and examine the effects of the second mismatch
on correction efficiency. Silent mutations were added to
the Neo1WT ssODN nine bases downstream of the
selectable target site. These ssODNs, Neo1WT-9T,
Neo1WT-9C and Neo1WT-9G were designed to convert
the alanine residue at codon 25 from GCA to GCT, GCC
or GCG, respectively (Figures 1 and 6a). The activity of
the three dual-mismatch ssODNs was compared to a
one-mismatch control, Neo1WT. For these experiments,
pNeoS1Pur clone 9 cells were transfected with one of the
ssODNs, selected in G418, and the surviving colonies
were counted (Figure 6b). As with previous experiments,
the number of positives varied between replicates. This is
consistent with different overall transfection efficiencies
as previously observed in Figure 4. However, once
normalized to the Neo1WT control, the four ssODNs
show a consistent pattern. Figure 6a shows the efficiency
of Neo1WT-9T (mismatch A:A), Neo1WT-9G (mismatch
A:C) and Neo1WT-9C (mismatch A:G) relative to

Neo1WT (basepairing A:T, not mismatched). The addi-
tion of a second mutation at base 75 consistently reduced
the correction efficiency at base 66 in a basepair-
dependent manner. The A:A and A:C mismatches
reduced the efficiency by B75–85%. Using the A:G
basepairing at the second site has less severe conse-
quences, incurring only a 60% penalty.

Ala25 silent mutations also show biased mismatch
effects
Colonies picked from Neo1WT-9G, Neo1WT-9T and
Neo1WT-9C transfections were sequenced to determine
the rate of sequence alteration at the second mismatch
site, codon 25. All 178 colonies evaluated showed a
successful TAG-TAT conversion at base 66, consistent
with their survival in G418. The second mismatch
induced a change at base 75 in 15–35% of the clones
(Figure 6c). Neo1WT-9C outperformed the other two
ssODNs again by having the highest frequency of second
site conversion.

Discussion

Our results demonstrate oligonucleotide-mediated repair
of a chromosomally integrated mutant neomycin resis-
tance gene in ESC with efficiencies ranging from 10�6

to 10�4. With a targeting efficiency of 10�3 it would be
feasible to pick 1000 clones and screen them by PCR. At
that point, ssODN targeting would become an attractive
technology for the creation of knock-in mice and
potentially for ex vivo gene therapies. As it is difficult
to optimize such a complex process as ssODN mediated
gene targeting, we have attempted to study individual
parameters that impact correction. Experiments were
designed to examine oligonucleotide delivery, clonal
variation and basepairing effects independently.

Gene delivery affects efficiency
If gene correction were limited exclusively by the rarity
of the conversion event, we might expect the process
to be relatively insensitive to transfection conditions.
Instead, we see a strong dependence on reagent dosing
(Table 1 and Figure 3e). Cell sorting tests showed that the
cells with over 500 000 ssODN copies were the ones most
likely to correct. These data imply that improvements to
gene delivery will result in higher efficiencies. While the
upper limit on transfection doses appears to be feeder
cytotoxicity (Table 1), use of more benign reagents or less
sensitive feeders might allow higher doses. Also, cell
sorting could be used to enhance gene targeting. As
almost 4/5 positives are in the high uptake population,
sorting can be used to enrich the number of positives.
It is likely that more optimized gating might give
even higher enrichments, although sorting may affect
pluripotency.

Clonal variations affect efficiency
We also looked at clonal variations in targeting efficiency.
Only four of seven clonal lines passed functional testing.
Clone 9 cells consistently outperformed clones 6 and 10
by a factor of 5. The primary difference between the
clonal lines is potentially the site of pNeoS1Pur plasmid
integration. We hypothesize some loci are more acces-
sible than others, or perhaps there are differences in

Figure 5 Expression of Neomycin resistance gene in different
pNeoS1Pur lines. RNA from clones 6, 9 and 10 was measured by
RT-PCR against three endogenous controls: Ribosomal structural
protein 19 (RS19), 18S rRNA and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase (GAPDH).
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DNA methylation, histone acetylation or replication at
those sites. The differences in correction efficiency were
not due to different integrated copy numbers: clone 6
had two integrations, but did not display the highest
correction efficiency. Nor do clonal efficiencies correlate
with mutant neomycin gene expression as measured by
RT-PCR: clone 10 had twice as much neomycin-resis-
tance gene mRNA as the other cell lines and was not the
best clone for correction. Locus dependence may have
critical impact on future applications that target endo-
genous mutations.

Mismatch sequences affect efficiency
To analyze the correction event, independent from
delivery, we utilized the redundancy of the genetic code
to design nearly identical ssODNs that code the same
amino acid, but differ by one base at the target site. These
ssODNs have the same length, protection, and target

homology. We expect they would have nearly identical
delivery properties. Despite the similarity of Neo1WT
and Neo1Cor, there was a seven-fold difference in
correction efficiency. For sense ssODNs, Neo1Cor-SNS
outperformed Neo1WT-SNS by 10:1. Contrary to the
conventional anti-sense strand bias, Neo1Cor-SNS out-
performed Neo1Cor. How does the changing of a single
nucleotide so alter the efficiency? It could be caused by
differences in secondary structures, changes to CpG
motifs, or unknown cellular cues, but the simplest
hypothesis is a mechanistic bias towards certain mis-
matches. Our data show a clear mismatch progression,
consistent over numerous replicates and clones:
G:A4C:C*4G:G4C:T* (where * indicates sense targeting).

This hierarchy is different from studies of TAG-TAC
correction in DLD-1 cells where results show more
strand bias and G:G4C:C*.22 It also differs from results
in yeast,7 perhaps reflecting differences between repair

Figure 6 Efficiency of dual-mismatch gene targeting. (a) Targeting ssODNs were designed with two mismatches, a G:A mismatch at base 66
to correct the neomycin resistance gene and another mismatch at base 75 to induce a silent mutation. The dual-mismatch ssODNs, Neo1WT-
9T (A:A), Neo1WT-9G (A:C) and Neo1WT-9C (A:G) were transfected at the same time as a Neo1WT control. (b) The number of corrections at
base 66 was determined by the number of surviving colonies. The number of colonies for each replicate of Neo1WT is shown above the chart.
The number of positives for each dual-mismatch ssODN transfection were normalized by the Neo1WT control to show the reduction of base
66 targeting efficiency caused by adding a second mismatch. The fractions shown above the bar chart are the number of colonies/number in
matched Neo1WT control. (c) Survivors with a successful base 66 correction were sequenced to find the percent correction at base 75.
Corrected cells have a T, G or C genotype, and uncorrected cells are A.
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machinery and correction processes in different organ-
isms. Further tests are required to determine whether
basepairing biases are conserved over different sites and
sequences. Mismatch biases are important since they
underscore mechanisms that are dependent on host
machinery.

Dual mismatch studies underscore mismatch biases
Mismatch biases were also observed in the dual-
mismatch correction experiments. The addition of a
second mismatch lowered the targeting efficiency at
the original site in a mismatch-specific manner. The
efficiency relative to base 66 decreased as follows:
A:T4A:G4A:A4A:C. Similarly, the A:G mismatch
was more likely to convert base 75 than the A:A or A:C
mismatches. The probability of neomycin correction was
about 1�10�4 but the probability of a second base
alteration was 15–35%. While the first base change was
rare, the second was not, indicating they are not
independent events. Whatever mechanism accounts for
the conversion at one site is thus likely to be involved
at the other. It is interesting to note that the selectable
correction has a G:A mismatch and the best second site
conversion had an A:G mismatch. Perhaps the favor-
ability of the second A:G conversion is an artifact caused
by our requirement of a successful G:A correction.
Perhaps both G:A and A:G mismatches are intrinsically
favored. Either way, there appears to be an underlying
mismatch preference with mechanistic significance. The
symmetry is interesting because for dual conversions to
occur the G:A mismatch must resolve to T:A and the A:G
must resolve to C:G. Thus, the mismatch bias was not
caused by an enzyme that specifically repairs A:G
mismatches to either T:A or C:G. One potential hypoth-
esis is that the G:A mismatch and A:G mismatch are
equally favored, and the bias comes not from the
recruitment of a specific enzyme, but rather avoidance
of undesirable repair enzymes.

Other studies have used multiple mismatches on a
single ssODN.8,24 Kenner et al. corrected a hamster hprt
mutation with three-mismatch ssODNs. They simulta-
neously targeted a selectable: G:T mismatch, a A:G
mismatch seven bases upstream, and a C:A mismatch
eight bases downstream. As with our data, the A:G
mismatch repaired more frequently than the C:A mis-
match.

Better design rules required to address reliability
issues
There are ample papers describing negative results with
oligonucleotide-mediated gene targeting.25 To those, we
add that three of our seven clonal lines did not correct.
Even in our best clone, one of four ssODNs does not give
a signal above background. Despite repeated attempts,
we have failed to achieve correction in a mutant
puromycin-susceptible line (data not shown). Without
predictive rules for when targeting fails and when it
succeeds, oligonucleotide-mediated gene targeting will
remain a highly variable process. However, determining
design rules is difficult because studies often have
contradictory results. Even the often-observed strand-
bias can go in either direction, depending on the
application.26 Part of the diversity of results stems from
the diversity of experimental protocols. Researchers have

used different lengths, basepairings, and protective
chemistries to target various episomal, chromosomal,
and endogenous genes in bacteria, yeast and mammalian
cells.27 The development of reliable design rules specific
to mouse ESC is required for functional gene targeting
technologies to create new mouse models of disease.

Other complex biological technologies such as PCR28

or transfection29 have benefited from the use of models to
break the problem into independent variables or separate
specific design issues. We propose a simple model for the
analysis of oligonucleotide gene targeting. The model
separates correction efficiency into the product of three
factors: E, which depends on experimental conditions
and procedures that affect all of the samples in a given
experiment, C, which depends on clone or cell-specific
differences, and O, which depends on differences
between ssODNs. The model is not yet validated and
does not include all of the parameters that might affect
gene targeting, however it is internally consistent for our
data and provides a systematic framework for quantita-
tive analysis.

The pNeoS1Pur ESC lines we have developed are well
suited to additional experiments to define oligonucleo-
tide-mediated targeting parameters. For example, we
tested ssODN targeting in MSH2-silenced ESC and
found comparable efficiency to unsilenced cells. Target-
ing with non-traditional nucleotides, BrdU and 8-oxo-
dG, did not yield any colonies. Transfections of ssODNs
with meythlated CpG motifs were comparable to
unmethylated ssODNs (data not shown). Further design
issues include oligonucleotide length, the position of the
mismatch, and the number and type of protective ends.
Our oligonucleotides were designed as 53mers with a
central mismatch because such oligonucleotides have
previously succeeded in targeting stem cells, but further
optimization of each variable may lead to incremental
gains in efficiency.

Oligonucleotide-mediated gene targeting is appealing
because ssODN synthesis is simple. Additionally, ssODN
targeting reduces the technical expertise required and
opens the prospect of gene targeting to the broader
scientific community. While ssODN targeting still re-
quires transfection, cell culture, and sequencing techni-
ques it is not necessary to clone genes, construct large
targeting vectors, or run numerous Southern blots. The
injection of corrected pNeoS1Pur cells into blastocysts
yielded chimeric mice, however their chimerism is too
low to guarantee pluripotency. Additional blastocyst
injections are in progress. In order to efficiently screen
oligonucleotide-mediated gene targeting by PCR, a 10-
fold increase in ESC correction efficiency is required.
Improvements may come from advances in gene
delivery, elucidation of the repair mechanism, or as with
PCR, the evolution of empirically determined design
rules.

Materials and methods

Materials
Oligonucleotides were synthesized by the Nucleic Acids
Facility at the University of Pennsylvania or purchased
from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA, USA,
www.IDTDNA.com) or Midland Certified Reagent
Company, Inc (Midland, TX, USA, www.oligos.com).
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Oligonucleotides were single-stranded 53-mers with the
last four bases on each end protected by phosphorothio-
ate linkages (Figure 1). The length and ends were based
on the optimization in Igoucheva et al.4 and successful
results of Pierce et al.9 AB2.2 stem cells were cultured on
mitomycin-C inactivated SNLP feeder cells according to
established protocols.1,9

Construction of pNeoS1Pur cell line
A neomycin and puromycin resistant plasmid was
constructed by cloning the puromycin cassette from
pPur (Clontech, Mountain View, CA, USA, www.clontech.
com) into the multiple cloning site of pcDNA3.1+
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA, www.invitrogen.com)
at the HindIII and XbaI sites. Site-directed mutagenesis
(Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA, www.stratagene.com)
was used to mutate the 22nd codon of the neomycin
resistance gene from TAT to TAG (base 66, Figure 1)
similar to the approach of Rice et al.30 Plasmids were
linearized at the MfeI site, purified by phenol chloroform
extraction, and electroporated into AB2.2 ESC cells at
30 mg per 8 million cells. The electroporated cells were
plated in dishes for selection. After selection with 2 mg/
ml puromycin, stably transformed clones were picked
and placed into 24-well plates, grown and frozen.

Sequencing
Genomic DNA was PCR amplified with forward primer
EAP1504 50-CCGCCCAGTTCCGCCCATTCTC-30 and re-
verse primer EAP1505 50-GCCAGTCCCTTCCCGCTT
CAGTG-30 to produce a 453 basepair product. The PCR
product was purified with a commercial kit (Qiaqen,
Valencia, CA, USA, www.qiagen.com) and sequenced
by dye-terminator sequencing. Samples from the two-
mismatch experiments used a nested PCR. The outside
primers are listed above, and a second PCR was
performed with forward primer EAP1821 50-GATGGATT
GCACGCAGGTTCTC-30 and reverse primer EAP1822
50-GCCTCGTCCTGCAGTTCATTCA-30.

Lipofection
A total of 1 or 2 million cells, depending on experiment,
were plated on feeder cells on a 10-cm dish the day
before transfection. The cells were fed non-selective
media 3–5 h before transfection. Lipoplexes were formed
by mixing 110 mg of ssODN and 55 ml lipofectamine2000
(Invitrogen) in 2.75 ml of Opti-MEM (Invitrogen). The
lipoplexes were formed at room temperature for 30 min
and diluted with OptiMEM to a total volume of 7.75 ml.
The cells were rinsed with OptiMEM, incubated in
lipoplex for 2 h, and then supplemented with an
additional 10 ml of non-selective media. The following
day the transfection solution was replaced by non-
selective media. At 24, 36 or 48 h post-transfection the
media was replaced with media containing 300 mg/ml
G418. Selection in G418 was continued for 7–9 days post-
lipofection and surviving clones were either counted or
picked.

Cell sorting
Six 10-cm dishes were gelatin-coated and plated with
3.5� 106 SNLP feeders. The next day, actively growing
ESC cells (pNeoS1Pur, clone #9) were passed and plated
onto five of the six feeder dishes at 2� 106 per dish. After
24 h, four of the five ESC dishes were transfected.

Transfections followed the usual procedure, except that
20% of the ssODN was labeled with Cy5 (Neo1WT-Cy5).
Eleven hours after the start of transfection, the cells were
washed twice with plain media then fed media with
penicillin/streptomycin. An hour later, three of the four
transfected dishes were rinsed with PBS and trypsinized
for cell sorting. The untransfected ESC and remaining
feeder dish were also trypsinized to use as sorting
controls. The cells were spun down, aspirated, and
resuspended at 107 cells/ml in PBS with 1% FBS. Cell
sorting was conducted on a FACS DiVa (Becton Dick-
inson) at The University of Pennsylvania Flow Cytome-
try Core Facility (657LP excitation and 670/40 emission).
Gates were constructed such that 97% of the SNLP feeder
cells were separated by a FSC/SSC amplitude gate.
Doublets were removed by FSC/SSC width gates. The
remaining cells were binned into four separate groups
based on their Cy5 signal. The sorted cells were plated in
non-selective media with penicillin/streptomycin on two
dishes per fluorescence bin. Selection with 300 mg/ml
G418 began 24 h after sorting. The fourth transfected
dish, a no-sort control, was also selected in G418. The
second replicate of the sort included standardization of
the Cy-5 signal to a Cy-5 Molecules of Equivalent Soluble
Fluorochrome kit (MESF, p/n 822A) as described in the
manufacturer’s instructions (Bangs Labs, Fishers IN,
USA, www.bangslabs.com).

Reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction
RNA was isolated from frozen cells using the TRIZOL
(Invitrogen) reagent followed by an ispropanol precipita-
tion and 70% ethanol wash. To remove residual DNA,
the RNA was hydrated in 10 mM Tris and treated with
the DNA-Free kit (Ambion, Austin, TX, USA, www.
ambion.com). Dilutions of pNeoS1Pur clone 9 RNA were
used to make standard curves for the following Applied
Biosystems (ABI, Foster City, CA, USA, www.applied-
biosystems.com) probes: Neomycin phosphotransferase
(custom assay), ribosomal structural protein 19 (Rps19,
assay p/n Mm00452264m1), 18S rRNA (p/n 4331182),
and rodent GAPDH (p/n 4308313). Reverse transcription
(ABI, p/n N808-0234) and PCR procedures (ABI, p/n
4304437) were performed using random hexamers and
per the manufacturer’s instructions. Samples were run in
triplicate and data were analyzed by the standard curve
method as described in the manufacturer’s instructions.

Correction efficiency modeling
An empirical model is proposed where the predicted
number of positive clones (N) depends on three
independent factors: the batch transfection efficiency
(E), a coefficient based on the clonal line (C), and a
coefficient based on the sequence of the oligonucleotide
(O):

Ni
jk ¼Ei�Cj�Ok for i experiments; j clones;

and k ssODNs

The batch transfection efficiency depends on a number of
factors. Ei is particularly sensitive to reagent and
procedural conditions. To normalize the experiments,
the batch efficiency of the ith experiment (Ei) was defined
as the total number of positives per 12-dish transfection
batch. For each experiment, a normalized variable, ~Ni

jk
was defined as the predicted positives for the jth clone
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and kth ssODN divided by the total batch efficiency. It is
also the fraction of positives within a given set of
transfections.

Ei �
X

j

X

k

Ni
jk

~Ni
jk �

Ni
jk

Ei
¼ Cj�Ok for

X

j

Cj ¼ 1 and
X

k

Ok ¼ 1

As the clonal dependence and oligonucleotide depen-
dence are modeled as independent variables, we have
added the additional constraints that C coefficients and
O coefficients both sum to unity. For j¼ 3 clones and k¼ 4
ssODNs this model has five independent variables
[(j�1)+(k�1)]. Matlab software (The MathWorks, Natick,
MA, USA, www.mathworks.com) was used to find the
non-linear least squares fit of the five parameters to
experimental data from the three independent experi-
ments, each involving a 12-dish transfection. The model
empirically fits parameters from transfections of the 12
combinations of three clonal lines and four ssODNs.
Each batch of 12 transfections was conducted at the same
time with the same media and transfection reagents. The
parameters Cj and Ok can be thought as the relative
‘corrective strength’ of a particular cell line and
oligonucleotide, respectively, amongst the three cell lines
and four oligonucleotides.

Statistical methods
Difference testing was conducted using an unequal
variance (heteroscedastic) two-tailed Student’s t-test.
Excel software (Microsoft Corporation, Redmont WA,
USA, www.microsoft.com) was used for the calculation.
The estimation of intrinsic stochastic model error was
conducted by dividing the expected number of colonies
per dish (Ni

jk ¼ Ei�Cj�Ok) by the number of cells to
obtain a per-cell-probability for each Ei Cj, Ok parameter.
Random numbers were selected for each cell and
random numbers less than or equal to a given transfec-
tion’s probability were counted as ‘positive’ cells. The 36
transfections were then simulated 10 000 times to create a
virtual data set that contains a random sampling of the
stochastic error. The variance and standard deviation
between each simulation and the model were calculated
and compared to the variance of the experimental data.

Chimeric mouse production
The ESC from a single neomycin-selected clone were
injected into blastocysts to create chimeric mice. Injec-
tions were performed by the Transgenic and Chimeric
Mouse Facility at the University of Pennsylvania School
of Medicine (Philadelphia, PA, USA) using standard
techniques.19 The extent of chimerism of the resulting
mice was estimated by examining coat color.
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